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Tracker #4 is an activable collage composed of screen 
captures of the eponym 3D model accessible in augmented 
reality (AR) via AR FVT app

To access Tracker in AR, scan this Tracker #4 using ‘AR 
FVT’ App. with your smartphone.

Tracker #4 

Part of a series of unique 
hand cut prints in backlit 
matt

Link to ‘AR FVT’ app 
on Google play :

Link to ‘AR FVT’ app 
on Apple store :

‘AR FVT’ App
Logo App.
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Tracker #1, Tracker #2, Tracker #3 and Tracker #4 are 
activable collages composed of screen captures of the 3D 
model titled Tracker accessible in AR by scanning it with 
’AR FVT’ App. for smartphone.

Solo show at Exgirlfriend Gallery, Berlin, 2017 

Tracker #1 
Print on backlit matt, 
unique hand cut 
78 x 76 cm

Tracker #2 
(on the floor)
Print on backlit matt, 
unique hand cut
96 x 97 cm

Tracker #3 
(on the left wall)
Print on backlit matt,
unique hand cut
30 x 30 cm

Tracker #4 
(on the right wall)
Print on backlit matt, 
unique hand cut 
90 x 86 cm
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In her solo show Tracker, inspired by her lucid dreams, 
Fiona Valentine Thomann evokes ideas of how communal 
and private spaces are occupied or inhabited by entities 
that are not easily perceivable but that nonetheless claim 
an existence; for example the data ghost.

 Influenced by the Internet of Things and Object 
Oriented Ontology, she plays with various dimensions of 
sound and visuals in her art. Her show Tracker allows for 
such different dimensions to be experienced through the 
usage of Augmented Reality 3D models. The shapes of 
these models are freely drawn in digital space; they are 
shaped like an idea, a gesture, a choreography. By placing 
the body inside of the screen she examines different 
relations of art to space and time, allowing for her work 
to be mobile and transportable, always with you in your 
pocket.

This makes the public a central component in her work, 
they can surf inside her 3D models and make their own 
trajectory through the 3D model Tracker much like video 
games that are navigated by the gamer. The variety of 
details that are thereby revealed make the experience of the 
3D model different for everyone. She enables the audience 

to explore different angles and discover different links in the 
work through a plethora of sound and text that shape these 
digital environments.

Her work allows you to experience both mentally 
and physically the 3D models that are made accessible 
via trackers. The trackers she uses are created through 
a photographic interplay of screen-captures that serve 
as textures inside her 3D model. Such a cinematographic 
approach highlights the different details and the textures she 
uses which function as thought references in her process. 
They are a patchwork of different challenges human 
kind faces in the world today. In her models you can find 
anything from the wheel of human skin color made by Neil  
Harbisson, the first cyborg that only sees black and white 
and listen to color, to the Canadian company Vitalic’s pure 
oxygen bottles ready to be send from China for 20 dollars 
the bottle. Her work essentially questions what is visible and 
the invisible to us, it underlines the simultaneous accessibility 
and the inaccessibility of an artwork.

Text by Fiona Valentine Thomann and Milos Trakilovic
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Tracker in AR with Tracker #2
Smartphone screenshot via  AR 
FVT App. with AR ‘Tracker’ 3D 
model

Tracker in AR on Tracker #4
Smartphone screenshot via  AR 
FVT App. with AR ‘Tracker’ 3D 
model
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Skin or The gesture of scanning
11’10 min

This QR code that we find on the artwork 
Tracker refers to a sound composition called 
‘Skin’ or ‘The gesture of scanning’. The 
artwork is inspired by the gesture of scan-
ning the ‘Tracker’ artwork in order to see the 
part of the artwork as a 3D model in AR.
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Tracker in AR on Tracker #4
Smartphone screenshot via  AR FVT App. with AR 
‘Tracker’ 3D model

Tracker in AR on Tracker #2
Smartphone screenshot via  AR FVT App. with AR 
‘Tracker’ 3D model

Tracker in AR on Tracker #1
Smartphone screenshot via  AR FVT App. with AR 
‘Tracker’ 3D model
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Augmented reality
3’19 min
2017

This QR code activates a sound composition 
via the reading of the camera of a smart-
phone or via a QR code reader application. 
The sound is composed of voices from 
google translate, natural or robotic voices. 
These voices translate the term ‘augmented 
reality’ into all the languages   available 
when creating the piece. This composition 
comes from the series entitled ‘The echo of 
ideas’ which is interested in the form of an 
idea in language through sound.
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Tracker in AR on Tracker #2 
(on the floor)
Smartphone screenshot via  
‘AR FVT’ App. with AR ‘Trac-
ker’ 3D model

Tracker #3 
(on the wall)
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Tracker VR 
3’min

virtual reality video 
three screenshots

Tracker VR

Tracker VR is a virtual reality video that was taken 
from the solo show Tracker  by Fiona Valentine Thomann 
on view between 7th - 29th of April 2017 in Berlin’s 
Exgirlfriend Galerie.

By making three variations of the augmented reality 
3D model Tracker  in different scale, Fiona Valentine 
Thomann explores the scaling possibilities of AR by playing 
with various dimensions that can reach almost planetary 
scales. In doing so, she highlights the nature of our 
thoughts and the plasticity of our brains in these synthetic 
environments. Both the scalable 3D model Tracker , which 
was part of her recent solo show, and the 3D model 
Tracker  that immerse one into the world of VR, explore 
the mental and sculptural characteristics of the mind in 
dreamlike surroundings.

Tracker  VR is comprised of the first 360 video 
recording in space done by NASA from ISS (Internationale 
Space Ship). This first of a kind ready-made 360 video 
gives us an objective view of the earth from space. The 
sonic component of the work is a recording of the VR 
experience that the artist developed using the VR App 
Astronaut VR. It resembles the sound of breathing through 
an oxygen bottle in outer space. By placing emphasis on 
sound, the artist questions the position of the human body 
in VR making us aware of the material conditions of the 
body in what we perceive as the virtual , the simulation 
and the real. 


